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What is C6 
Capital 
Holdings?

Co-Founder and Host of Primary Vision Network: A YouTube Channel 
focusing on: Energy/ Infrastructure/ Shipping, Macro-Economics, Geo-

Politics, OPEC+, and Special Updates

Partner with Primary Vision to deliver solutions for oil field service, E&P, 
midstream, chemical, and refining clients 

Generate reports 
regarding frac spreads, 
top- and bottom-hole 

consumables

Market Intelligence Port and Terminal Data 
for key import and export 

countries

Business strategy solutions for corporate planning and analysis

Private Equity small and medium investments in all forms of energy 
infrastructure

(renewable and fossil fuels)

Provide consulting services across the energy supply chain regarding 
market/industry intelligence, business line investments/divestitures, and 

geopolitical analysis



Summary of 
Talking 
Points

U.S. Production Backdrop

Global API Gravity Shifts 

Refining Growth in Asia

Oversupply Across Refined Products

Slowing Activity is a Major Headwind

Geo-Political Backdrop Shifting



Summary of  Views

❖ Refiners rely on offshore oil to keep the slate of feedstock heavy enough to maintain a suite of products

❖ Offshore break-evens have fallen through the advancement of technology, tiebacks, and supply chain cost adjustments

❖ Heavier crude slates are experiencing a rise in premiums as demand increases due to new refiners coming online with 

cokers and other complex processes

❖ Premiums in offshore crude will help promote new production and exploration to capture the changing crude slate (also 

helps to protect the corporate decline curves that have taken a toll with shale investments)

❖ OPEC+ is investing to take advantage of the changes in the market

❖ COVID19 demand destruction is real and will last much longer versus the current consensus

❖ Crude pricing will vary based on location and quality, with WTI Cushing struggling to hold $40 and average $37



North America Crude Pricing 



Gulf of Mexico Production and Permits
• The quality of offshore crude is paramount for effective refining into various productions

• Many Gulf assets require a heavier crude slate and can only run a limited amount of light/sweet crude

U.S. Gulf of Mexico Oil and Gas Production Total Permits to Drill in the Gulf of Mexico



Infrastructure in the Gulf of Mexico

❖ There is a significant amount of infrastructure in 

the GoM that can support tiebacks and step 

outs

❖ Investments in the Gulf will be key to adjusting 

decline curves and filling a growing void in 

crude quality

❖ Crude quality is becoming a bigger problem in 

the U.S. as we are long light-sweet but short 

heavy-sour

❖ We reached a limit for the light-sweet the 

market could absorb and 13.1M barrels a day 

won’t be reached again for years (or ever)



Total U.S. Crude Production
❖ U.S. shale has decline curves 

that can range between 20%-

45% making production growth 

labor intensive

❖ E&Ps are struggling to 

manage corporate decline curves 

and shifting offshore provides a 

solution

❖ Technological improvements 

and shifting demand provides 

offshore opportunity

❖ Even at 13.1M barrels a day 

the U.S. was importing crude to 

fill the void in quality



Crude Quality Matters: Oil Premiums are Shifting Heavier



U.S. Crude Input Qualities 
for Refiners

❖ API Gravity is paramount when we look at refining 

demand (largest buyers of oil) within the U.S. and on a 

global level. 

❖ U.S. crude and refined product storage will weigh on 

pricing while imports will continue to flow to supply refiners 

with the proper slate of oil.







Refiners are Struggling with Low Demand 
and Negative Margins

LOW [1991 – 2019]

HIGH [1991 – 2019]

2020



Oil Price 
Competition is 
Heating Up in the 
Global Market

❖ Heavy-Sour grades are trading 

tighter vs historically selling at steep 

discounts

❖ Medium-Sweet characteristics still 

maintain the best return in the market, 

which is found in the Gulf of Mexico, 

Latin America, North Sea and West 

Africa 

❖ Nigeria: Bonny Light OSP set at 

37c/bbl discount to Dated vs +20c/bbl

in September (lowest price since June)



Guyana and Suriname 
Oil Growth Set to Rise

Guyana Production Levels

Guyana and Suriname Oil and Gas



OPEC Crude Production Remains Elevated: 
Cheaters are Going to Cheat

❖ Nigeria and Iraq remain 

non-compliant to the 

OPEC+ agreement

❖ Even countries that are 

production compliant have 

been able to maintain most 

exports

❖ UAE is now non-compliant 

with a big rise in exports

❖ Global floating storage 

remains elevated globally, 

especially in Asia



Neutral Zone is Operational:  The Area 
Produces a Heavy-Sour Blend of Crude

❖ The Gulf Cooperation Countries 

(GCC) are investing offshore and 

onshore to capture a heavier blend 

of oil

❖ Middle East countries have also 

invested in refiners in order to 

capture a higher valued hydrocarbon 

chain

❖ Political instability and weak balance 

sheets will remain a problem 

throughout the Middle East

❖ Watch dwindling foreign reserves in 

the region



Latin America Oil Production Growth Driven by Brazil
❖ Latin America will continue to see investment due to the prolific finds and quality of crude

❖ Crude will keep flowing into Asia, but the U.S. will be a natural buyer as Mexican crude flow shifts and Venezuela 

remains under sanctions
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Mexico to Cut Exports 
as AMLO Refinery 
Comes Online

“Pemex, as the state oil company is also called, 

is forecasting a reduction of almost 70% in 

exports of its flagship heavy crude known as 

Maya between 2021 and 2023, according to two 

people familiar with the situation. It expects to cut 

Maya exports by almost half between next year 

and 2022 and lower them again between 2022 

and 2023, said the people, who asked not to be 

identified because the information hasn’t been 

made public.”



Build-Out of Refiners will Cause Older 
Facilities to Either Shut Down or Cut Runs



❖ Global diesel demand, storage, and pricing points to 

persistent economic declines that started back in July 

2019 

❖ Refinery margins are under pressure, which will be an 

overhang for total oil demand

❖ Until the refined product glut is cleared, it will be hard to 

see oil have a sustained rally 

❖ Margins / cracks in the refinery space highlight the 

economic weakness and changing spending patterns

❖ Consumer trends are changing due to COVID and job 

losses

❖ Refinery Run rates are being cut globally well above 

seasonal norms driven by low demand, weak margins, 

and filling storage

Floating Storage Remains 

at Record Highs in Oil 

and Refined Products

LOW [2015 – 2019]

HIGH [2015 – 2019]

2020

LOW [2015 – 2019]

HIGH [2015 – 2019]

2020



Global Storage Rises as Demand Dwindles



Example of Some Product Pricing 
Weighing on Total Refiner Margins

LOW [2015 – 2019]

HIGH [2015 – 2019]

2020 LOW [2015 – 2019]

HIGH [2015 – 2019]

2020



Daily Activity Remains Weak Globally



Recovery Slowdown Hits Demand



GDP Headwinds Persist 
Capping Oil Demand



Driving Data Remains Below Normal Globally



The New Flow 
of Hydrocarbons

❖ Over the last several years, Asia has 

been purchasing a growing amount of 

hydrocarbons ranging in API Gravity as 

coking assets require heavier blends and 

lighter crudes price themselves into 

chemical processing

❖ Asia remains a key growth spot for oil 

flow, but the onset of a slowly global 

economy mixed with COVID has reduced 

total consumption

❖ Refined product exports from the area 

has changed trading lanes forever



“Belt and Road” Initiative is Complex and 
Intertwined with “Made in China 2025”



The 9-Dash Line 
Captures Food 
and Oil /Gas

❖ The U.N. unanimously rejected China’s 

claim across various islands and reefs that fall 

in neighboring country Sovereign waters

❖ China has harassed many vessels in 

Vietnam and Malaysia; sinking another 

Vietnamese fishing vessel

❖ The islands have been built up with anti-

ship missiles, radar, and advanced 

communications to extend China’s reach



Tensions Between India 
and China Are Increasing

❖ China and India have clashed at the Doklam

Plateau over the last few years

❖ Sikkim has been a new area of clashes over the 

last 2 weeks

❖ Both India and China have built assets along 

roads/airports due to the strategic nature of the 

area

❖ It is the thinnest part of India and a gateway to 

a large swath of farming 

❖ It allows for the movement of heavy machinery 

over the Himalayas 



India and China Shifting Military Equipment 
and Personnel ❖ Ladakh has become a battle ground between China and India 

❖ India and China remain in a tense stand-off across the shared borders 

in Ladakh and Sikkim



Exclusive Economic Zone in the Mediterranean 

❖ The GNA (Government of National Accord) and the LNA (Libya National Army - led by General Haftar) have been 
engaged in a battle for control even before the last ISIS stronghold was eliminated, as the GNA was formed in 2015



Iran Influence is Fading, and Regime Change is 
Closer vs Expectations



Summary 
of Key 
Points

❖ U.S. production will struggle to get back to 2019 highs due to decline rates, 

lack of new completions, and saturated demand domestically and abroad. 

The new normal will be 10M barrels a day going forward

❖ Oil demand will continue to struggle and remain down 10-15m barrels year 

over year. The view that we will close out Q4 with only a 4M barrel a day loss 

makes a lot of assumptions that currently go against the economic backdrop

❖ We are facing a new normal over the coming several quarters with 

stagnate economies that were already struggling and only supported by 

monetary policy  

❖ New refiners and shifting crude slates will require more investment in the 

offshore market to help fill a growing void

❖ Geo-political instability is rising in some key areas around the world 

(specifically China). The issues growing around India / China, the U.S. / China 

Trade War, and tensions in the South China Sea won’t be resolved quickly or 

peacefully

❖ Iran and Libya remain the unknowns in the Middle East, but some of the 

production can come back quickly, hurting an already precarious 

supply/demand situation


